Bruno Major Biography
One of the many endearing things about Bruno Major is that he doesn’t seem to have any idea – really, not
a single clue – what a powerful and emotionally searing singer he is. Ask Bruno about his guitar-playing and,
sheepish grin out of the way, he’ll wax lyrical about an instrument he first picked up at the age of seven, and
which has seen him through good times and bad, triumphs and false starts, ever since. It comes as no
surprise whatsoever to learn that Bruno studied and mastered jazz guitar (studies that saw him earning a
living as a session guitarist from the young age of 16). The “extra chord” that is such a hallmark of the jazz
greats – and eludes so many guitarists unversed in the musical language of the genre – is a constant in
Bruno’s writing, and a quality that sets him far apart from that endless stable of like-minded peers.
You can hear it in the opening bars of Easily, one of a series of tracks Bruno has released over the past nine
months. Just as the melody of the verse seems set to resolve itself, a detour occurs as he is ensnared by the
beauty of another unorthodox chord.
It has been a prolific nine months, recording, mixing and releasing music from his North West London flat.
To release songs in such quick succession, is not a tactic as such, rather a cathartic release that Bruno
craves.
A late-starter on the singing front, Bruno wasn’t exactly first out of the traps as a songwriter, either –
another surprise, when you consider how fully-formed and natural his writing sounds. “I think a
combination of a lot of different things had stopped me writing before. The main thing was needing to
understand that I had the ability to write; I had no idea. I’d never sung before, I wrote poetry, and I wrote
music in my head. It takes a certain amount of courage to put your personal thoughts into a musical format
and put them out into the world. Writing my first song felt like an epiphany, and the floodgates opened and
that was that.”
He finds it hard now, he says, to imagine a time when he didn’t write. “I’d been a guitarist for so many
years, and I knew that music was the thing that was most important to me, but I didn’t know quite what it
was within music that I needed to do. I’d been a session player, I’d studied jazz and done classical music, it
was all there, but I hadn’t worked out what was missing.
It was suddenly so obvious; a real on-off switch moment, when he wrote his first song. “I felt like a much
more complete person, more at peace, about everything.”
“I admire people who can write amazing songs at the age of 18, but I don’t know what I would have written
about. I hadn’t discovered anything about the world. It took a few years of doing that, of living life, before I
could begin to process that and spit it out.”
It’s the dueling tension in Bruno’s song writing that creates such engaging moments. In the lifts of soaring
ballad Home or the struggling ode of Easily - it’s contemporary balladeering that touches something very
familiar in the listener.
Bruno may still fight with his identity as a performer, but long may the battle between his two natural gifts
continue. Because tension has rarely sounded this sweet.

